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評価※ Project has fully achieved its objectives and milestones for the period. 

主
な
評
価
コ
メ
ン
ト 

Overall the project has made very good progress and has produced high quality results in completing the stated objectives. The deliverables and milestones 
planned in the period have been achieved; deliverables show good quality and clarity with regard to the content presentation.  
The overall approach is convincing by proposing a prioritisation of the system features based on the needs collected from the end users matched with the 
potential feasibility (defined at technical level). Alongside, also the benefits of the focusing the exchange between the EU-JP work mainly at architectural level 
are also evident and positive in particular in light of the overall project outcomes.  
The work done for the integration of the impact assessment framework is also relevant. However there is less evidence of the actual results achieved in terms 
of integrating the dimensions related to users perception and the economical aspects in particular. Moreover, in some case it is not fully clear how the needs 
collected will be translated into specific technical requirements. There are also concerns regarding the work related to the API and network requirements.  
With regard to the impact achieved so far, the project has well supported the creation of a user group base with the definition of the requirements and a 
knowledge base for the development of robotics solutions applications in the area of ageing well. There is also evidence of good impact in terms of reaching an 
open solution approach using technologies/platforms (e.g. FiWARE and Astro). However, the work done so far in terms of granting benefits/added value from 
the ACCRA grounding technologies is not fully evident.  
With regard to the contributions for the Objectives related to the project applications the work is also convincing given the activities performed in particular for 
the identification and analysis of the end user needs. 
With regard to the involvement of the stakeholders, the project is making very good use of the final end user knowledge and their participation in the project 
(very well documented) is evidently effective and beneficial. The project also well considers the role and contribution of the caregivers; however the use of their 
knowledge and capacities alongside with the contribution they could provide in the definition of the needs could be more emphasised.  

備考 欧州側プロジェクトで１か月程度の遅延が発生し、実施期間を延長する可能性がある旨、レビューの中で報告があった。 

※評価 
ランク表 

(1)Project has fully achieved its objectives and milestones for the period. 
(2)Project has achieved most of its objectives and milestones for the period with relatively minor deviations. 
(3)Project has achieved some of its objectives and milestones; however, corrective action will be required. 
(4)Project has failed to achieve critical objectives and/or milestones and/or is severely delayed. 
(5)Project has delivered exceptional results with significant immediate or potential impact (even if not all objectives mentioned in the Annex 1 to the GA were achieved) 


